Local Progression Kinetics of Geographic Atrophy Depends Upon the Border Location
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PURPOSE. To assess the influence of lesion morphology and location on geographic atrophy (GA) growth rate.

METHODS. We manually delineated GA on color fundus photographs of 237 eyes in the Age-Related Eye Disease Study. We calculated local border expansion rate (BER) as the linear distance that a point on the GA border traveled over 1 year based on a Euclidean distance map. Eye-specific BER was defined as the mean local BER of all points on the GA border in an eye. The percentage area affected by GA was defined as the GA area divided by the total retinal area in the region.

RESULTS. GA enlarged 1.51 ± 1.96 mm² in area and 0.13 ± 0.11 mm in distance over 1 year. The GA area growth rate (mm²/y) was associated with the baseline GA area (P < 0.001), perimeter (P < 0.001), lesion number (P < 0.001), and circularity index (P < 0.001); in contrast, eye-specific BER (mm/y) was not significantly associated with any of these factors. As the retinal eccentricity increased from 0 to 3.5 mm, the local BER increased from 0.10 to 0.24 mm/y (P < 0.001); in contrast, the percentage of area affected by GA decreased from 49.3% to 2.3%.

CONCLUSIONS. Using distance-based measurements allows GA progression evaluation without significant confounding effects from baseline GA morphology. Local GA progression rates increased as a function of retinal eccentricity within the macula which is opposite of the trend for GA distribution, suggesting that GA initiation and enlargement may be mediated by different biological processes.
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Geographic atrophy (GA) secondary to nonexudative age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is characterized by well-demarcated borders of atrophic areas in the macula, affecting over 5 million people worldwide.1 Eyes with GA have progressive degeneration of photoreceptors, retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), and choriocapillaris in the setting of extracellular deposits.2,3 GA lesions have various shapes4 and typically spare the fovea until later stages.5–8 The underlying mechanisms of GA expansion, the occurrence of various lesion shapes, and the foveal sparing phenomenon remain unclear.

Currently, there are no approved therapies for reversing or slowing GA progression, but several early-phase clinical trials have reported promising results, with many other trials underway.9–12 The growth rate of total GA size is the primary endpoint in most previous clinical trials.13 However, the growth rates of GA area have varied widely across different studies, ranging from 0.53 to 2.79 mm²/y.4,14–16 GA area growth rate (in mm²/y) is associated with baseline morphological factors, including GA area, lesion number, and circularity index.5,14,16–23 Several studies have shown that the growth rate of GA effective radius (equivalent to square root of area, expressed in mm/y) was independent of baseline size and the elapsed time but still dependent on lesion number and circularity.1,4,17–19,27 Recently, we demonstrated that, after adjustment for GA perimeter, GA growth rate was uncorrelated with baseline GA area, lesion number, and circularity.23 These findings imply that the linear expansion rate of the leading edge of GA is independent of lesion morphology. However, these previous studies did not directly measure the linear border expansion rate (BER) of GA, so
subsequent studies are required to investigate this hypothe-
sis further.

The GA growth rate has been associated with lesion
location. The growth rate of total GA effective radius was approximately 30% to 60% higher in non-central GA than in central GA. Lindner et al. found a faster atrophy progression toward the periphery than toward the fovea. These findings imply that GA growth rate varies by topographic location, consistent with the foveal sparing phenomenon. Our previous meta-analysis of study-level data demonstrated that GA growth rate varied progressively as a function of retinal eccentricity and that the topographic vari-
ation of the GA growth rate could give rise to various GA shapes based on modeling. However, due to the lack of patient-level data in our previous meta-analysis, these findings must be validated by quantifying GA BERs across different topographic locations in individual patients.

The present study aimed to investigate the impact of topographic location on the local progression rate of GA using data from the Age-Related Eye Disease Study (AREDS). We employed a Euclidean distance map to measure the GA BER (in the linear distance) as proposed by Uji et al. We also compared the topographic variation in GA growth rate and GA distribution and investigated the hypothesis that the GA BER is uncorrelated with baseline GA morphological factors (i.e., GA area, lesion number, and circularity).

METHODS

Study Participants and Image Grading Procedure

We obtained color fundus photographs (CFPs) and clinical data from the original AREDS via the database of Genotypes and Phenotypes (dbGaP Study Accession: phs000001.v3.p1) after obtaining approval for authorized access. The Yale University Institutional Review Board reviewed our study protocol and exempted the analyses from the need for approval. This study adhered to the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki.

The AREDS was a prospective, multicenter, randomized, controlled trial aiming to evaluate the effects of oral supple-
ments on AMD and the progression of cataracts. Previous AREDS reports described the study design extensively. In brief, 11 retinal specialty clinics recruited 4757 participants 55 to 80 years of age from 1992 to 1998. The AREDS research group took standard CFPs at the time of enrollment, at the 1-year follow-up visit, and annually after that. The University of Wisconsin fundus photography reading center graded the presence of GA, AMD severity, and other AMD-related fundus abnormalities in all CFPs from the AREDS. Because the AREDS data files did not contain the delineations of GA lesions, we manually delineated GA and marked the foveal center on 1654 CFPs of 365 eyes using ImageJ 1.52p software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). We reported the methods of image grading in a previous paper. We excluded eyes with neovascular AMD at any visit from our study. We defined gradable GA as GA lesions that were able to delineate the GA borders on CFPs.

The AREDS dataset contains two data files (AREDS 2010 and 2014 data files). The two data files contain high-quality CFPs from overlapping patients but were taken at different follow-up visits and were uploaded to dbGaP at year 2010 and 2014, respectively. Team A and B independently graded each CFP for GA, the foveal center, and the optic disc in the AREDS 2010 data file for evaluating the intergrader reproducibility. We calculated the Dice coefficient between GA delineations by the two teams. The Dice coefficient was defined as two times the intersection of two areas divided by the sum of the individual areas (a value close to 1 indicates perfect agreement). We also calculated the intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) for GA size and growth rate measurements using the two-way model with single measurements.

In the present study, we included all eyes that had visits with gradable GA spaced 1 year apart. For each eye that met the inclusion criteria, we included only the first two visits that were 1 year apart. We termed the first visit as the baseline visit and the second visit as the 1-year visit. Because the primary aim of the study was to investigate the expansion rate at the GA border, we excluded GA lesions delineated in only one of the two visits of an eye with multifocal GA. Based on our GA delineations, we extracted GA area, GA perimeter, GA circularity index, lesion number (multifocal GA was defined as ≥2 GA lesions in an eye), the presence of GA in the fellow eye, and distance from each point on the GA border to the foveal center. The GA circularity index was defined as \(4\pi \times \text{total area}/\text{total perimeter}^2\). A GA circularity index of 1 would indicate a circular GA lesion. For the fellow eyes for which we were unable to segment GA lesions, we used the original AREDS gradings to determine the presence of any GA lesion.

Quantification of GA Border Expansion Rates and Statistical Analysis

We performed the statistical analysis in R 3.6.2 (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria) and MATLAB (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA). To quantify the linear expansion rate of the GA border, we registered GA border delineations from the baseline and 1-year visits of each eye in a virtual coordinate system based on three points at vessel bifurcations (from Figs. 1A and 1B to 1C). Then, we employed a Euclidean distance map to calculate the expansion rate at each point on the GA border, as proposed by Uji et al. We illustrate the process of calculating the GA BER based on the Euclidean distance map in Figure 2. In each eye, we applied a Euclidean distance map transformation to the mask of all GA lesions at the baseline visit so that every pixel beyond the baseline GA border was encoded with the shortest distance to the baseline GA border (demonstrated in Fig. 1D and Fig. 2B). We defined the pixel size as 10 μm in width because it was approximately the size of the imag-
ing resolution of a color fundus camera and the diameter of a RPE cell. In eyes with multifocal GA, the unions of the lesions were taken prior to analysis. In other words, the pixels within at least one GA lesion border were deemed to have atrophy, and the pixels outside all GA lesion borders were deemed to have healthy cells. Then, we extracted the value in each pixel on the GA border at the 1-year visit. This value represented the local GA BER, equivalent to the shortest distance from a pixel on the GA border at the 1-year visit to the GA border at the baseline visit. Figure 1E shows a heatmap demonstrating the local GA BER at all pixels of the GA border at the 1-year visit in an eye.

To investigate the variation of GA location and local BER as a function of retinal eccentricity, we divided the macula into seven topographic regions with seven concentric circles centered at the fovea with a 0.5-mm increment in radius up to 3.5 mm away from the foveal center. We did not
FIGURE 1. Demonstration of local GA BER. (A) Color fundus photograph of an eye 2 years after enrollment in the AREDS. We considered this visit to be the baseline visit of the eye in the present study. The *white lines* represent manually delineated GA borders. (B) The same eye 1 year later (i.e., 1-year visit). (C) Delineation of the GA border from the two visits was registered based on three points at vessel bifurcations and shown in a coordinate system centered at the fovea. (D) A matrix showing a part of the Euclidean distance map generated based on GA at the baseline visit (year 2 after enrollment). The *blue pixels* represent the GA border at the baseline visit. The value in each pixel (pixel width = 10 μm) of the Euclidean distance map indicates the shortest distance from this pixel to the GA at the baseline visit. *Orange pixels* represent the GA border at the 1-year visit. The value in each *orange pixel* represents the shortest distance from the GA border at the 1-year visit to the GA border at the baseline visit (i.e., local GA BER). (E) Based on the Euclidean distance map, we determined the local GA BERs (mm/y) at each pixel of the GA border at the 1-year visit (demonstrated in the heatmap). Note that the BERs were consistently below 0.1 mm/y along the GA border closer to the fovea and increased at distances farther from the fovea (see values marked on the heatmap). We calculated eye-specific BERs as the mean of local BERs of all pixels on the GA border in each eye over 1 year.

Investigate regions beyond 3.5-mm retinal eccentricity because the radius of the fundus imaging field of view was 15° (approximately 4.3 mm) in the AREDS, and local GA BERs between 3.5 and 4 mm were highly variable due to poor imaging quality at the edge of imaging field (e.g., Fig. 1A) and the small number of eyes (31 eyes) with a GA border in this region. We performed linear mixed-effects modeling to investigate the association between GA BER as
FIGURE 2. Illustration of GA BER measurement based on the Euclidean distance map (EDM). The large square represents the imaging field, and the small squares represent individual pixels. (A) A GA lesion affecting four pixels (blue squares) at year 0. (B) After we performed an EDM transformation to the mask of the GA lesion at year 0, the value in each pixel of the EDM now indicated the shortest distance from this pixel to the GA lesion. The values in pixels affected by GA (blue pixels) are 0. (C) The enlarged GA lesion (orange squares) after 1 year of follow-up. (D) After we overlay the border of GA lesion at year 1 on the EDM shown in (B), we were able to obtain the shortest distances (i.e., values in the orange pixels) from the pixels on the GA border at year 1 to the GA border at year 0. These values represent GA BERs over 1 year of follow-up.

a function of retinal eccentricity after adjustment for baseline GA area, with a random intercept effect at the eye level and random intercept and slope effects at the patient level. Because a topographic region in an eye could contain more than one GA border pixel (i.e., more than one local BER), we calculated the mean local BER in each region for each eye and then calculated the mean and 95% confidence interval (CI) for each region. We did not calculate the GA BER in a topographic region if the region was not affected by GA. Next, we calculated the percentage of area affected by GA as GA area in each region divided by the total retinal area in the corresponding region at the baseline visit of each eye. We used a spline function in MATLAB to estimate the trend line for the percentage of area affected by GA as a function of retinal eccentricity. We performed the above analyses again after we used concentric circles to redivide the macula into seven regions having the same area: \((\pi \times 3.5^2)/7 = 5.50 \text{ mm}^2\).

Because the local GA BER was defined as the shortest distance from a pixel on the GA border at year 1 to the GA border at year 0, we could not quantify local GA BERs reliably in regions where lesion margins merged or progressed along nonlinear paths (Supplementary Fig. S1). In the first case, GA margins disappeared after merging at year 1 so the local GA BERs could not be calculated in this region (Supplementary Figs. S1A, S1B). In the second scenario, measurement of the GA BERs in some pixels had to pass through a non-atrophic region, which would not reflect the actual GA...
progression rate (Supplementary Figs. S1C, S1D). Therefore, we manually reviewed all GA lesions and reanalyzed the GA BERs as a function of retinal eccentricity after removing eyes with GA margins that merged or had nonlinear growth. We deemed an eye as having GA margins merging if the number of GA lesions in the eye decreased or if different GA margin segments of the same lesion merged into one another over the 1-year follow-up. Eyes with nonlinear GA growth were identified if the shortest path from a GA margin segment at the baseline visit to year 1 visit passed through a non-atrophic region.

We next investigated the variation of GA area and local BER in four different quadrants within the Early Treatment Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS) grid. The center circle radius was 0.5 mm, and the outer circle radius was 3 mm. We performed the analyses by quadrants because the density of some retinal cells (e.g., S-cones) and structures (e.g., choroidal thickness) may differ by quadrants, despite the radial symmetry of many retinal neurons and supporting cells around the fovea. Also, the sunlight may affect the inferior quadrant more than the superior quadrant. Similar to above, we calculated the percentage of area affected by GA as the GA area in each quadrant divided by total retinal area in the corresponding quadrant at the baseline visit of each eye. Among eyes with GA involving all four quadrants, we calculated the mean GA BER in four different quadrants within the ETDRS grid. We compared the percentage of area affected by GA and the local GA BERs across different quadrants using the Friedman test.

We calculated the eye-specific BER as the mean of the local BERs of all pixels on the GA border for each eye. We then employed a univariable linear mixed-effects model (with the eye as the unit of analysis and random intercept effects for different patients) to investigate the relationship between eye-specific BER and the factors listed in the Table. Because the GA border location changes over time in each eye, we defined the distance between the GA border and the foveal center as the mean distance from all pixels on the GA border to the foveal center averaged between the two visits spaced over 1 year.

### RESULTS

#### Patient Characteristics and Intergrader Reproducibility

We included 237 eyes from 160 patients (55% were females) who had gradable GA followed for 1 year. At baseline (i.e., the first of the two visits), the mean ± SD age of patients was 70.5 ± 5.3 years, total GA area was 5.8 ± 7.7 mm², total GA perimeter was 11.7 ± 10.7 mm, the circularity index was 0.61 ± 0.30, the lesion number was 1.7 ± 1.7, and the mean distance between the GA border and the foveal center was 1.3 ± 0.6 mm (Supplementary Table S1).

Teams A and B independently graded GA in 240 visits (54 eyes) for the intergrader reproducibility test. We found excellent intergrader reproducibility of GA area (ICC = 0.997), GA perimeter (ICC = 0.98), GA perimeter-adjusted growth rate (ICC = 0.95), and mean distance from the GA border to the foveal center (ICC = 0.98) (Supplementary Fig. S2A). The mean ± SD Dice coefficient of GA delineations by the two teams was 0.82 ± 0.13. Among the 54 eyes, 27 eyes had gradable GA followed for 1 year. We calculated eye-specific GA BERs in these eyes based on gradings by each team. The eye-specific GA BERs measured by the two teams had a mean difference of 0.01 mm/y and an ICC of 0.64. The ICC increased to 0.81 after we removed one outlier from the analysis (Supplementary Fig. S2B). The outlier is shown in Supplementary Figure S3, in which the GA margins are unclear and the two grader teams disagreed significantly on the GA border delineations in the second visit. The median distance between the foveal center markings by the two teams was 199 μm (IQR = 187), comparable to the median difference (178 μm) reported by Sunness et al.

#### Variation of GA Growth Rate and Prevalence by Retinal Eccentricity

We quantitatively measured local GA BERs in zones across seven retinal eccentricities (Fig. 3A). Local GA BERs increased progressively as a function of retinal eccentricity (P < 0.001) after adjustment for baseline GA area. Local GA BER was 0.10 mm/y (95% CI = 0.08–0.12; n = 149 eyes) at 0- to 0.5-mm retinal eccentricity and increased by 2.4-fold to 0.24 mm/y (95% CI, 0.18–0.31; n = 54 eyes) at 3.0- to 3.5-mm retinal eccentricity (Fig. 3B). Interestingly, the percentage of
FIGURE 3. Variation of GA progression and distribution as a function of retinal eccentricities (N = 237 eyes). The error bar represents 95% CIs for the mean. The red line represents the trendline. (A) We divided the retina into seven topographic zones using concentric circles (centered at the fovea) with a 0.5-mm increment in radius (up to 3.5 mm). (B) Local GA BERs increased as a function of retinal eccentricity (P < 0.001). The GA BER was 0.10 mm/y (95% CI, 0.08–0.12; n = 149 eyes) in zone 1 and increased by 2.4-fold to 0.24 mm/y (95% CI, 0.18–0.31; n = 54 eyes) in zone 7. (C) We calculated the percentage of retinal area affected by GA as the GA area in each zone divided by the total retinal area in the corresponding zone. As the retinal eccentricity increased from 0 mm to 3.5 mm, the percentage of retinal area affected by GA decreased from 49.3% to 2.3%. On average, GA affected approximately 50% of the retina within 1 mm from the foveal center; by comparison, GA affected less than 15% of the retina beyond 2-mm retinal eccentricity.

FIGURE 4. Variation of the growth rate of GA and area affected by GA in four quadrants within the ETDRS grid. The radius of the center circle was 0.5 mm, and the radius of the outer circle was 3 mm. (A) We determined the local GA BERs in each quadrant of the ETDRS grid among eyes with GA involving all four quadrants (n = 137 eyes). Local GA BERs did not differ significantly across the four quadrants based on the Friedman test (P = 0.23). (B) Similarly, the growth rate of GA area (n = 137 eyes) did not differ significantly across the four quadrants based on the Friedman test (P = 0.27). (C) At the baseline visit of all included eyes (237 eyes), the GA area was significantly different across the four quadrants of the ETDRS grid based on the Friedman test (P = 0.002). The GA area was significantly higher in the temporal than in the nasal quadrant (P = 0.02) and was significantly higher in the superior than in the inferior quadrant (P = 0.01).
area affected by GA followed the opposite trend (Fig. 3C). As the retinal eccentricity increased from 0 mm to 3.5 mm, the percentage of area affected by GA decreased from 49.3% to 2.3% (Fig. 3C). On average, GA affected approximately 50% of the retina within 1 mm from the foveal center and affected less than 15% of the retina beyond 2-mm retinal eccentricity. After we removed GA lesions that had any GA margins merging (66 eyes) or nonlinear growth (eight eyes), the local GA BERs increased progressively as a function of retinal eccentricity ($P < 0.001$) (Supplementary Fig. S4).

The results were consistent after we redefined the seven topographic zones as zones with the same areas (5.5 mm²) but different widths (Supplementary Fig. S5A). The local GA BERs still increased as a function of retinal eccentricity ($P < 0.001$) (Supplementary Fig. S5B), whereas the percentage of retinal area affected by GA decreased progressively (Supplementary Fig. S5C).

### Variation of GA Growth Rate and Prevalence in Different Quadrants

The local GA BERs were comparable across four quadrants of the ETDRS grid (range, 0.127–0.148 mm²/y; $P = 0.23$; $n = 137$ eyes) (Fig. 4A). Similarly, the GA area growth rate was comparable across four quadrants (range, 0.354–0.397 mm²/y; $P = 0.27$; $n = 137$ eyes) (Fig. 4B). Interestingly, the GA areas were significantly different across the four quadrants ($P = 0.002$; $n = 237$ eyes) (Fig. 4C). The GA area was higher in the temporal than in the nasal quadrant ($P = 0.02$) and was higher in the superior than in the inferior quadrant ($P = 0.01$), consistent with our previous report in a larger cohort (365 eyes).7 We reported a pairwise comparison of GA area across four quadrants in that previous paper.

**FIGURE 5.** Eye-specific GA BERs were strongly associated with GA perimeter-adjusted growth rates. Both parameters were calculated based on visits spaced over 1 year in 237 eyes. The eye-specific BER was calculated as the mean local BERs of all pixels on the GA border over 1 year using the Euclidean distance map (Fig. 1). We calculated the GA perimeter-adjusted growth rate as (Total GA area at year 1 − total GA area at year 0)/(Mean GA perimeter between first and second visits). Both parameters reflect the mean expansion rate of the leading edge of GA (Supplementary Fig. S6), although they were measured differently. The strong association between the two parameters ($r^2 = 0.85$; $P < 0.001$) indicates that the two parameters are equivalent for eyes with a relatively short follow-up duration (e.g., 1 year).

## DISCUSSION

Previous natural history studies of GA focused on the growth rate of the total GA area.14,16 A few recent studies have investigated the variation of local GA progression kinetics in centrifugal and centripetal directions,5 in clockwise directions,28,41 and within ETDRS subfields.42,43 Most of these studies had fewer than 100 eyes and did not quantify GA progression across multiple retinal eccentricities. A priori, it is unclear if the linear BER of GA stays relatively constant or varies progressively across different retinal eccentricities. Herein, we employed the Euclidean distance map to quantify local GA BERs as a function of retinal eccentricity in 237 eyes from 160 patients in the AREDS. To our knowledge, this is the first patient-level analysis that has demonstrated a progressive increase of local GA BERs from the foveal center to 3.5-mm retinal eccentricity, with a 2.4-fold difference between the maximum and minimum growth rate. Interestingly, the percentage of area affected by GA followed the opposite trend, as it decreased from 49.3% to 2.3% and the retinal eccentricity increased from 0 to 3.5 mm. The GA area growth rates and local GA BERs were comparable across four macular quadrants, but the area of GA lesions was statistically significantly higher in the temporal and superior quadrants than in the nasal and inferior macular quadrants, consistent with our prior results.7 The overall macular GA area growth rate (mm²/y) was significantly associated with baseline GA area, GA perimeter, lesion number, lesion focolity, GA in the fellow eye, and circularity index; in contrast, eye-specific GA BER (mm²/y) was not correlated with any of these prognostic factors. Both GA growth rate measurements were positively associated with distance from the GA border to the foveal center.

The finding of a progressive increase in local GA BERs as the retinal eccentricity increased from 0 to 3.5 mm is consistent with the foveal sparing phenomenon5,42,43 and the previous observation of higher GA growth rates in extrafoveal regions than in the foveal regions.5,32,42,43 Our previous meta-analysis of study-level data also suggested a similar, progressive increase of the GA growth rate from 0- to 3.6-mm retinal eccentricity.5 Additionally, the present study demonstrated comparable GA BERs across four macular quadrants, consistent with the report by Uij et al.28 Of note, our previous meta-analysis suggested a lower GA growth rate beyond 3.6-mm retinal eccentricity,27 which was not assessed in the present study due to the limited imaging field of view in the AREDS, poor imaging quality at the imaging margin, and few data points outside 3.5-mm retinal eccentricity. Future studies are needed to determine if GA progresses in a manner consistent with our current findings.

**Eye-Specific GA Border Expansion Rates Were Uncorrelated with Baseline GA Morphology**

The Table shows that the GA area growth rate was associated with baseline GA area ($P < 0.001$), lesion perimeter ($P < 0.001$), lesion number ($P < 0.001$), lesion focolity ($P < 0.001$), GA in the fellow eye ($P = 0.002$), and GA circularity index ($P < 0.001$). In contrast, using eye-specific GA BERs as the outcome measure eliminated the significant associations with these factors ($P = 0.051–0.73$) (Table). Both GA area growth rate and eye-specific GA BER were significantly correlated with the distance between the GA border and the foveal center ($P < 0.001$). Additionally, eye-specific GA BER was strongly associated with our previously proposed GA perimeter-adjusted growth rate in the same cohort ($r^2 = 0.85$; $P < 0.001$) (Fig. 5).
studies using widefield imaging are required to investigate GA growth rates beyond this region.

We have previously demonstrated that the GA perimeter-adjusted growth rate is not correlated with baseline GA area, lesion number, or circularity index, implying that the linear expansion rate of the leading edge of GA is independent of lesion morphology. In the present study, we validated this hypothesis by directly measuring the linear expansion rate of the GA border (i.e., local GA BERs) and correlating it with baseline morphological factors (Table). Importantly, both the eye-specific GA BER and GA perimeter-adjusted growth rate reflect the mean expansion rate of the leading edge of GA (Supplementary Fig. S6), although they are measured differently. Under the ideal circumstance (i.e., precisely delineated GA border and infinitely small follow-up duration), the two parameters should have the same values. But in reality, the GA perimeter-adjusted growth rate is influenced by measurement errors in GA area and perimeter, whereas eye-specific GA BER is affected by measurement errors in the linear distance determined from the Euclidean distance map. For example, Supplementary Figure S7 demonstrates a case where eye-specific GA BERs differed from GA perimeter-adjusted growth rates. In this eye, the eye-specific GA BER was 0.29 mm/y but the GA perimeter-adjusted growth rate was only 0.12 mm/y. The difference occurred when GA delineation at the follow-up visit had a regional GA border protrusion, which led to a large mean linear distance measurement of GA border expansion, although the change in GA area measurement was relatively small. The GA border protrusion could occur due to actual GA growth at the border, the onset of new GA lesion near the GA margin, or measurement error. Nonetheless, the strong association between eye-specific GA BERs and GA perimeter-adjusted growth rates (r² = 0.85; P < 0.001) (Fig. 5) indicates that the two parameters are equivalent for most eyes within a relatively short time frame (e.g., 1 year). Compared with eye-specific GA BERs, the GA perimeter-adjusted growth rate is simpler to quantify, as graders would only have to measure the GA area and perimeter, and it has higher inter-grader reproducibility (ICC = 0.95 vs. 0.64). Therefore, GA perimeter-adjusted growth rates may be preferred over eye-specific GA BERs in studies aiming to evaluate the overall macular GA progression rate.

In principle, quantification of the local GA BERs (i.e., the linear expansion rate at the local GA border) may be crucial to some clinical trials and natural history studies, particularly for trials designed to measure the efficacy of regional treatment (e.g., subretinal stem cell transplantation) on local GA progression rate. The local GA BERs can also serve as an outcome measure for studies aiming to associate regional microanatomy (e.g., choriocapillaris flow deficit, local hyper-reflective foci) with local GA progression kinetics. Future studies can use the same method to explore the applications of local BER in inherited retinal degenerations, which may include evaluating the impact of gene therapy via subretinal injection on local atrophy progression.

The underlying mechanism responsible for the differential GA progression kinetics in the macula is unclear, but several hypotheses have been proposed. By examining these hypotheses based on our observed topographic variation of GA progression kinetics, we may gain insight into GA expansion mechanisms. One hypothesis is that the rod photoreceptors are more vulnerable to atrophy progression than cones. Some histological studies have shown that the rod loss was disproportionally higher than the cone loss in aging in various AMD stages. Functional studies also demonstrated that the loss of rod-mediated scotopic sensitivity was greater than the loss of cone-mediated photopic sensitivity in AMD patients. A recent study suggested that the slowing of rod-mediated dark adaptation in early AMD peaked at the fovea rather than the perifovea or periphery, corresponding to our finding regarding the topographic variation of the percentage of retinal area affected by GA. Interestingly, our observed GA BERs followed a topographic change similar to that of the rod density and rod-to-cone ratio, which increased progressively from the foveal center to 3.5-mm eccentricity. We hypothesize that local GA progression kinetics are higher in regions with higher rod density, which are more susceptible to atrophy. This hypothesis is supported by a recent study by Pfau et al., who demonstrated that rod dysfunction temporally precedes cone retinal sensitivity impairment near the GA border. Future studies should continue to investigate the role of the rod system in GA expansion and whether rods are a viable therapeutic target for slowing GA progression.

Another possible mechanism responsible for the topographic variation in GA progression rates is the distribution of macular pigment (lutein, zeaxanthin, and meso-zeaxanthin), which possesses antioxidant properties. Recent studies showed that the density of macular pigment drops sharply from the foveal center to the perifovea, in an inverse relationship of the topographic variation of GA progression rate.

A third hypothesis is that a higher choriocapillaris flow deficit correlates with faster GA expansion. However, this hypothesis does not explain our observation because choriocapillaris flow deficits peak at the fovea in the elderly but our observed local GA BERs peaked at 3.5-mm retinal eccentricity. Additionally, the progressive increase of GA BER as a function of retinal eccentricity does not appear to correlate with the topographic variation of the S-cone density, ganglion cell density, superficial capillary plexus density, or the deep capillary plexus. RPE density dropped approximately 10% from the foveal center to 3.5-mm retinal eccentricity, consistent with the general trend of the topographic variation of GA BERs. However, the slight difference in RPE density alone may not explain the 2.4-fold increase in GA BERs unless RPE cells at different retinal eccentricities have significant structural or functional differences that may influence GA progression.

An important finding in our study is that the topographic variation of the GA BERs is in the opposite direction of the variation in the percentage of area affected by GA. As noted above, topographic variation of the GA BER appears to correlate with anatomical changes in the rod density; in contrast, the topographic variation of GA distribution follows a similar trend as the cone density. This topographic difference in GA expansion rate and GA distribution suggests that GA onset may be driven by different biological processes from GA expansion. Previous histological studies have suggested that GA lesions typically begin over drusen, consistent with the similar topographic variation between the soft drusen height and the percentage area affected by GA in our study. In contrast, GA expansion is unlikely to be driven by drusen, as the atrophic lesions are commonly not surrounded by drusen. Additional evidence for the distinct biological processes between GA initiation and expansion is that multiple factors associated with the presence of GA are not associated with higher GA growth rates. For example, the complement factor H genotype is
strongly associated with the incidence of GA but it is not significantly associated with GA progression rates based on several studies. Future studies should consider GA incidence and expansion as two separate biological processes and select the therapeutic target based on whether they aim to prevent GA onset or slow GA expansion.

Our study has several limitations. First, although we used data from a prospective study, the analysis was retrospectively designed. Second, because the AREDS dataset contains only CFPs, we determined the foveal center based on the CFPs. This technique is imprecise and resulted in a 199-μm median distance between the foveal center markings by the two teams in our study, similar to what has been reported by Sunness et al. Due to this limitation, we employed a relatively large retinal eccentricity interval (500 μm) to quantify the topographic variation of local GA BERs and GA distributions. Future studies can use optical coherence tomography (OCT) or OCT angiography to identify the foveal center more accurately. Third, we were not able to assess GA BERs outside 3.5 retinal eccentricity. Fourth, there are some measurement errors in delineating the GA border that may contribute to the relatively low intergrader reproducibility of eye-specific GA BERs (ICC = 0.64, which improves to 0.81 after removing one outlier). Future studies may use fundus autofluorescence (FAF) or OCT to delineate GA borders more precisely. Notably, several previous studies have shown that overall macular GA growth rates measured on CFP, FAF, and OCT are comparable, but it is still unknown if GA BER measurements differ in different imaging modalities. Fifth, the local GA BER is an objective measure to quantify the linear expansion rate of the GA border over time, but it is not a reliable measure for regions where lesion margins merge or progress along nonlinear paths. The overall impact of these two cases on our findings may be relatively small, as evidenced by the similar GA BERs as a function of retinal eccentricity before and after removing GA lesions that had any GA margins merging or nonlinear growth (Fig. 3B vs. Supplementary Fig. S4). However, GA margins merging and nonlinear growth in some cases can be difficult for the graders to visually identify. Due to the lack of established or objective methods in detecting these cases, we had to employ subjective criteria to identify these lesions and could not rule out the possibility of misclassifying less obvious cases. Sixth, the local GA BERs in adjacent topographic zones in a given eye were likely correlated. The non-independent nature of local GA BERs might limit the accuracy of calculating P values for the association between GA BERs and retinal eccentricity. Finally, due to the lack of FAF, OCT, and OCT angiography images, we were not able to investigate the association of GA BERs with retinal microstructure and several previously proposed biomarkers, including hyperfluorescence signals, hyperreflective foci, and choriocapillaris flow deficits.

In conclusion, we quantified the topographic variation of GA progression kinetics in 237 eyes from 160 patients in the AREDS. To our knowledge, this study is the first to demonstrate a progressive increase of the local GA BER from the foveal center to 3.5- to 5-mm retinal eccentricity. The topographic variation of GA BERs is in the opposite direction of the variation in the percentage of the area affected by GA, which may suggest that the expansion of existing GA lesions and the onset of new lesions are mediated by different biological processes. The linear expansion rate of the GA border is not correlated with the baseline GA morphological factors, consistent with our previous report. These findings may shed light on the underlying mechanism for GA initiation and the mechanism for GA expansion and may assist the design of future clinical trials.
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